Manage Your Public Works Projects in the Right of Way

A map-based coordination solution for visual insight into all your Public Works projects.

dotMaps, a project coordination solution enables Public Works agencies and private utilities the ability to identify project conflicts and cost sharing opportunities, reducing costs and disruption of projects in the right-of-way.

1. **Save Time and Money**
   By sharing planned projects on one platform you can identify project coordination opportunities. With visibility into all past and future projects, agencies can share costs and decrease the project duration.

2. **Resolve Conflicts**
   Project stakeholders receive automatic alerts when events or projects conflict with right-of-way activities. Set workflows to resolve conflicts taking into account permits and moratoriums.

3. **Improve Collaboration**
   Eliminate the error-prone and timely processes of manually sharing your project data. With permission-based control, users can view and approve projects, identify project stakeholders and streamline your communication.

4. **Geospatial Planning**
   dotMaps uses Google Maps, ESRI, Nokia Here and other LRS systems for a robust mapping experience. Plan detours, schedule events, resolve conflicts and approve permits all in one dashboard.
dotMaps allows for easy data entry, maintenance, and visualization of the project data necessary for coordination of work in the ROW. Project Coordination engineers use dotMaps to map and analyze project conflicts and opportunities.”

Heather Marx, Seattle Department of Transportation

About SADA Systems

Founded in 2000, SADA Systems has transformed how organizations work, collaborate, engage, analyze and report to meet key business objectives and thrive in an ever-changing market.

SADA Systems is focused on delivering enterprise-grade solutions to our public sector, mid-market and large commercial clients in various industries.

Number of Projects Managed in dotMaps: 50K
Chicago has saved $108M since 2014
Coordination of City Street Projects: 100%
Seattle’s savings in 1st year of implementation: $7M

“dotMaps allows for easy data entry, maintenance, and visualization of the project data necessary for coordination of work in the ROW. Project Coordination engineers use dotMaps to map and analyze project conflicts and opportunities.”

Heather Marx, Seattle Department of Transportation